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Re: Final Comments Invited on Toronto’s IRRP

Good Day Susan Harrison,
Thank you for your email providing all the links to all this overwhelming information, which is very helpful.
As a layperson, previewing this valuable information is a daunting task.
So my comments will be general in nature.
The four objectives seems to be the right direction. Although I did not see a breakdown of costs for
funding. What I hope is that you folks follow what pension funds do to fund future draws. Any new demands
on capacity should be paid for by new users like development fees when they are new coming onto the system.
3 Scope
Needs to be addressed section listed the items but no attempt to show breakdown of anticipated costs.
End of life equipment is not an exact science but you depreciate the cost for the expected life cycle and perhaps
those depreciate costs could be place into a fund for future purchase of equipment when necessary.
3.2 Activities: All this is good to read but I hope the Working Group is made up not only Hydro, outside
experts, and users, especially with digital age and increasing use of elector cars, and possibility using
transportation corridors when new ones are being considered or even existing uses. Transmission Corridors that
exist perhaps placing underground and using surface for other needs as Toronto matures like older Communities
for example around the world who had to deal with lack of space.
The rest of the section needs to somehow be communicated in laypersons terms through the system by keeping
it super simple so the taxpayers understand with our overwhelming them,
4 Data Assumptions:
is well beyond my means to understand as I was looking for an executive summary for this section and each
section and could not find one with even some anticipated costs break down.
5 Working Group;
Moving forward Focus groups, surveys are a good way to take sections and work with the stake holders to
better understand current needs, intermediate needs and longer term needs.
Thank you for this venue to provide me the opportunity to give my layperson comments on this important
necessary service.
Respectfully yours.
Robert
Toronto resident user.
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